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ECHO THE NOW
a film by Anet van de Elzen
produced by SNG film
logline

A woman looks back on her life, in search of the essence. Visual artist Anet van de
Elzen portrays this through her performances. All lessons in life are ultimately about
eliminating secondary matters.
Information
http://www.sngfilm.nl/en/nieuws/echo-the-now/
https://nl-nl.facebook.com/echothenow/
trailer: https://vimeo.com/201258173

ECHO THE NOW
producer:
SNG Film
Digna Sinke
Van Hallstraat 52 - 1051 HH Amsterdam - The Netherlands
T: +31 20 686 78 37
M: info@sngfilm.nl
W: www.sngfilm.nl
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ECHO THE NOW
synopsis
The rocking chair creaks, the mouth-organ breathes, the pen scratches, dishes fall
apart. Sounds give rhythm to the images. Song is heard and grows in volume. The
woman sings. Her face uncovered and clean. In a trance she moves to the sound, her
voice finds a climax between despair and hope – and breaks. She opens her eyes. We
are in the NOW.
Life passes by before one realizes, youth is only there to look back at, innocence of a
child unfortunately cannot be held, if only we could hold on to the now. But we can’t. We
can only echo it.
Echo the Now is a cinematic interpretation of the performances of visual artist Anet van
de Elzen. Through powerful physical images she gives the audiences of her live events
a concentrated, meditative experience of time. In Echo the Now she builds an
associative story about beginning and end, continuity and break, youth and old age. The
rich imagery is combined with a soundtrack that is led by her breath, voice and song.
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ECHO THE NOW
director’s statement
Echo the Now is a film holding ephemeral images of my performances of the last 20
years. Although not created to tell a literal story, the interwoven images now do create
an imaginary poem, a story which is more physical than it is rational. A visual history
taking its’ own time, in a different reality, where words are of no importance. Where
image and sound make us silent.
The idea to make a film inspired by my performances came from the wish to
communicate these ephemeral works to a larger audience. I make my performances on
very different locations all over the world; however mostly for intimate audiences, and
works are only performed once. After a performance the work is gone, evaporated, it
can only be experienced in the NOW. It will survive in stories told or in photographs
taken. However, these registrations for me never capture the essence of the work itself.
In 2012 after making a performance Ashes in La Reina Sofia in Madrid, travelling back
to Amsterdam I thought that it was so little what I took back. Maybe three photographs
which could communicate part of the work and my experience. I realized that
performance is only a bearer for my images and I could try and investigate to find a
bearer more independent of the moment. Not to gain a registration but as an actual
translation to a different medium, so I could reach a larger audience and still come close
to the experience of the original performance.
With a small film crew, I started to experiment. For my pilot Before and After the Now I
took ten performances out of their original location, their time and their audience, to
perform them again, in front of the film camera on a different, chosen location.
The results of this experiment were stunning.
All of a sudden I could demonstrate a performance from a distance or very close,
materials of costumes and masks became tangible, movement could be captured and a
voice could be heard. Physicality of a performance could be even enlarged so the
audience could experience the work in all its’ aspects. The desire rose to make a
feature film.
I wrote the scenario, guided by my performances. It is my story. A woman looks back at
her life. Where does she come from? Where does she go? During the film she liberates
herself from everything in life that has been or still is redundant.
This story is a universal story, about core rather than abundance. Life goes past before
one realizes, youth is only there to look back at, innocence of a child unfortunately
cannot be hold, we are born in a situation and body which we cannot escape from, if
only we could hold on to only the NOW. But we can’t. We can only echo it.

Anet van de Elzen, 14 February 2017

ECHO THE NOW
summary
It comes as a shock when at the end of Echo the Now the woman starts using her voice. For
more than an hour she has been silent. She has been engaged in actions, unassuming
activities, in different surroundings, dressed in ever different garments. One image keeps
returning: on a vast, empty beach she sits in a rocking chair. The colour grey is everywhere. The
sand, the sky, her clothes, clay that cakes her face. She is rocking, ever so gently, back and
forth, back and forth. She is only surrounded by the wind’s whispers, and the soft creaking of
the wooden chair.
The same woman, or so it seems, sits on a mound of potatoes covered in black clay. She
moistens her fingers, scrapes the clay from a potato and dabs it on her face, her throat and
neck. Clad in white she is standing in a white room, surrounding by crockery of a whitish hue.
With one plate she smashes piles of plates that she holds, to pieces. The earthenware breaks
with ear-splitting noise. The woman remains imperturbable, even when a shard wounds her foot
and bright red blood appears. Later on she weaves a web of threads in a dark shed, lightened
only by beam of gold. And always a single butterfly is a silent witness to her actions. Time and
again a young girl appears. Among dunes. In a red dress. Standing still at first. After that
gyrating, round and round. And time and again the image of the woman in her rocking chair
returns, who slowly scrapes away the clay caking her face.
These are actions. Visual poetry without rhyme and line; rhythmic and pregnant with layers of
significance that resonate with each other. It is life devoid of words, a state of being from a
distant past, before humanity mastered speech. All is action. All proceeds in silence. Until the
woman starts using her voice, raising it. Literally. Higher and higher. Heading for an ultimate,
liberating effort, which in the end begets silence.

René van Peer
music journalist

on Echo the Now
The echo that haunts this intense film is not coming from the future, even though the opening
scene looks like a post nuclear landscape. A beach that Cormac McCarthy’s Road might finally
reach in exhaustion. The echo is of the past finding its way to now through labour, female toil
and the isolation of rural time. But this is not a historic drama or a costume re-invention of what
is gone. It is a ritualized performance of the constant; all of those things felt though the artistic
body. A recording of the personas and installation that Anet van de Elzen has worn before.
Savage, lost and heartfelt. In this cinematic gathering she herds them together to pretend there
is a narrative, so that we might attempt to retell those legends and rumours. But only find a
description of atmosphere and longing. While you are mesmerized and questioning under the
gaze of her screen remember to let go of the time you arrived with, because it has no currency
here. It’s the wrong kitchen. The cuts, close-ups and pans in this light occur at a performance
pace, wedded to a distant rural book of hours that demands to be in exiled from the chattering
speed of the cities electronic banter.

Brian Catling R.A., 16 February 2017
artist and author
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• 2003
Collaboration with Denys Blacker founding of Gresol, Madremanya, Girona ES
Since 1998
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2014
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2004
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2004
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1993
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